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ABSTRACT.
Columns in general can be regarded as built up of components. These components may be of different structural form, such as the column legs and the latticing of a Latticed Column,or may be of the same form.such as the flange and web plates of a Thin Walled Column. In any one case failure may occur either by integral column action - "Overall Instability" or by failure of one of the components - "Component Instability".
The contents of the thesis are divided into two main parts. Part I presents a review of published Analytical and Experimental Investigations of Latticed Columns, followed by a short critical discussion. This reveals, on the experimental side, the lack of complete column distortion data and on the theoretical side, the absence of stability analysis of the column leg components as distinct from the panel elements.
The review is followed by the presentation of the experimental work carried out on a model latticed column, from which the complete distortion of the column legs were obtained by measure­ment of the lateral deflections at 18 points along their length.
Using the experimental work as a guide an analysis is developed, which gives the buckling load of Latticed (Jolumns based on the stability of the column legs. Account is taken of the action of lateral loads on the column legs, the magnitude of these loads being dependent on the elasticity of the latticing.
In its application, the critical stress given by this treatment is taken as the "ideal column" buckling stress of the Perry-Robertson formula, which is then utilised to compute actual failure stresses. Values calculated in this manner are compared with the published experimental results of other investigators.
Part II gives a brief survey of the relevant published theories of flexural and torsional integral column stability, and flexural plate stability under compressive actions.
The thesis then presents the experimental work carried out on thin walled columns consisting of some 70 tests to destruction of 3 ft, long channel section specimens. The tests were designed to cover the complete range of integral column and plate component failure. Special study was made of the conditions obtaining under simultaneous overall column and plate component collapse.
The characteristics of flange plate failure were further investigated on two 12 ft. long channel section columns tested to destruction. Complete edge deflection data for the flanges together with a stress survey of the flange surface are presented.
The experimental buckling stress results of the platefailure range, are analysed on the basis of the classic plate buckling theory, leading to the evaluation of the degree of ed^ fixity of the flange plates.
This is followed by a comparison of the experimental results with calculated distributions given by the Perry-Robertson formula - the plate critical stress being taken as the "idealcolumn" buckling stress - and by the present day stress basisof American design.
The findings of the investigations presented in the thesis fall into two categories, namely/
namely
(i) Specific characteristics - appertaining to details
of theoretical and experimental behaviour. These are 
given in the Summaries at the end of each section.
(ii) General features amounting to a substantiation of the Terry - Robertson formula, while developed originally 
for the "Overall" type of failure it is shown to be applicable to the "Component" failure range also, 
provided the values of the imperfection factor and the 
ideal column" buckling stress correspond to the 
characteristics of the weakest columh component.
The theory of Latticed Columns presented in Section III of Part I has been accepted for publication in the Journal of the 
Royal Technical College, Glasgow,
The work carried out by the author, presented in Section II (!) of Part II was used in a paper published by the Institution 
of Structural Engineers under joint authorship with Dr. C* M.
Moir (28).
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Introduction.
The review presented in the following pages has been assembled to indicate the broad lines followed by investigators rather than to collate all contributions to the subject. The treatment of its subject matter may be described as stating the line of investigat­ion and quoting selected analyses as illustrations. As such it makes no claim to comprehensiveness of detail but attempts a classification of fundamental approach.
On the whole the lines of attack of column investigations fall under the main headings
Analyses based on stability.Analyses based on Maximum Stress.Experimental Investigations.Empirical formulae based on experimental investigations.
Each of these sections can be further subdivided depending on the actual method used in arriving at formulae offered as applicable to built up columns. Some of these are "corrected** solid column formulae , while others are based directly on an assumed behaviour of the built up form considered.
No line of attack is restricted to any particular historical period. Examples of all the four main lines of investigation can be found in any period follov/ing the classic contribution of Euler to column theory. In view of this a certain amount of arbitrary selection had to be exercised v/hen choosing the analyses thought "typical" of any one line.
The review concludes with a discussion contrasting and summarising the significant features of theory, experiments and practice,
(a) Analyses based on Stability.
Solid Column Development Applied directly to Latticed Struts.
Solid column formulae have been applied extensively to built up columns, despite the fact that integral action of the column as a v/hole is but rarely obtained in practice.
Such an approach is typified by the development originally proposed by Dlnnik ( 4 )'*'for a column v/hose Moment of Inertia varies exponentially along its length.
The Moment of Inertia at any distance from a fixed origin is .ivena. ^  n
/ ' where1/ = Moment of Inertia at top of strut,a = Distance of top of strut from fixed origin.
Using various values of n, various shapes of columns may beobtained. The assumption n = 2 for example can be taken to represent the case of a built up column consisting of four angles connected by diagonals.
The critical load for any column of this type is given by 
B. n 7where m = factor depending on n; ly and I g
I g -  Moment of Inertia at bottom of columnL = Length of column
The form of can be extended to cover the case of a strut whose middle portion is prismatical and whose end portions may be

of various shapes (as defined by n) by combining the relevant differential equations of prismatical and varying section bars.
Solid column formulae corrected for the effect of shear adapted to latticed struts.
The Euler critical load of a solid coDjunn, f@ is diminished in the ratio 4 i / O ’ing to the action of the
'  ^  c/g/Wfshearing forces where q = shear deflection factor
fO £( ^  for circular,^  for rectangular sections )
A = Cross Sectional Area of Column G = Modulus of Rigidity
Timoshenko (19) applies this form to latticed and battened struts of many panels. Considering the latticed bar shown in Fig.l. it is seen that the angular displacement produced by the shearing force Q iscff-^ dz______Q ^
defining C /A < f as
gives the critical load as
This form is applied to single and double bracing with or without horizontal members after appropriate interpretation of the quantities and
Prom the equation for it can be seen that, if Ab and Ad are very small in comparison with Ac the latticed strut becomes considerably weaker than a solid strut with the same value of El.
It is relevant to remark here that experiments have shown that where a column is definitely subjected to shear force the effect is marked. For ordinary cases however this is compensated for by bracing stiffness, which introduces secondary bending stresses of over-riding importance.
Formulae based on Structural Actions in Latticed Columns as Distinct from Solid Columns.
The secondary bending stresses referred to in the previous paragraph have been taken into account by Muller Breslau (13) in a very complete analysis. The approach considers the deformation of the panels due to shear, the consequent bending moments at the panel points and the deformation of the web bracing.
The results of the original analysis are complicated and apply only to long columns. The equations have however been simplified by m^ans of reduction coefficients and for short columns, they are modified to suit Tetmajer's straight line. The expression for the critical load is similar to the Euler expression except that I is replaced by a function depending on areas and I» s of the component parts,
Thus *= " 2 ^  where
fyand % gare coefficients depending on the strength of the bracing and the number and arrangement of the panels.
The main point brought out by the theory is that the effect of the shearing force on the ultimate strength of well designed columns is neglible.
The analyses of Enges ser, Prandtl, Kayser and others may be
regarded as less complete forms of the Muller Breslau analyses.
Treatment developed on the basis of an equivalent column with a continuous elastic web.
A recent example of the utilisation of the equivalent web device was given by Pipoard (//) in his analysis of the critical load of battened columns.
The analysis assumes that(I) There is no relative movement between column shafts and batten plates at their junction.(II) The column as a whole reaches its critical load before any component of it fails.
The theory is then worked out for an equivalent column whose shafts are joined by a continuous web which can apply flexural restraint to the flanges but is incapable of transmitting stress along the axis of the column.
Expressions for slopes and relative deflections at the ends of a web element are obtained from simple beam theory ano the differential equation for the case is obtained from the Elastic Beam equation
The characteristics of the equivalent column web are obtained in terms of the actual batten plate bracing, by assuming that the slopes and displacements in the actual column at the attachments of the batten plates are the same as at the corresponding points in the equivalent column.
The critical load is given by - s
/ / CcSfC 9  // n  /S ^  m
^  (9/" / /  CcA Û ^  o Aâ oe/eAwhere
1 = Distance between centroids of column shafts,I = Moment of Inertia of one column shaft,K = Radius of Gyration corresponding to IL = Length of column= Moment of Inertia of batten plate,
Q_ = Euleryvfor one column shaft.
It is shown that if the batten plates are spaced so as to touch each other P^  tends to if n is large i.e. the batten plates have no effect/and P^ tends to P@ for the column if " solid" indicating full stiffening action by the bracing. For practical use it is suggested that pQ in the Perry Robertson formula be based on P^ as given by the above expression.
The foregoing - although - outwith the scope of the thesis has been included as the only example known to the author utilising the device o/"the "continuous" elastic web. It is interesting from this point of view, as a somewhat similar approximation is utilised in the analysis of Latticed Columns presented in Section III.
It is relevant to remark at this stage that an analysis of
batten plate columns has been given by Timoshenko (19) buckling being assumed to take place due to shear only. This implies that rotation of the batten plates - Included in Pippard's Analysis are neglected. Timoshenko presents the analysis as a further application of the solid column formula, "corrected" for shear, while Karman and Biot (9) analyse the same problem using difference equations for the slopes,
(b) Analyses based on Maximum Stress.
Solid Column Development Applied Directly to Latticed Columns.
The most satisfactory formula for the determination of the strength of struts at the present time is based upon an analysis of the initial curvature problem by Ayrton and Perry (1). The approach is based on the inclusion of the effects of initial curvature ( ) and eccentricity ( C») in the derivation of the elasticline. This yields as the equation of the elastic line
%  -
Use of the approximation of ^  ^
allows the effects of 6/ and Sg to be combined as an equivalent initial curvature of g* = ^  ^  ^ ^
f t 'èreThe maximum bending moment given by Pyg yields the maximiom^stress
where = Maximum Stress ,= Yield stress of the material sc rü Jbg = Euler critical sdres»for column,c = Extreme fibre distance,K = Relevant radius gyration.
The value to be taken for the equivalent curvature (? , to obtain consistency with test figures was determined by Robertson (12) on the basis of extensive investigations. As a result the "Perry-Robertson" formula is now the basis of column design in this country. The formula as used in the British Standard Specification No.449 is
A  -  A >  '
with the eccentricity factor ^  for solid columns.The /o a A  A h cé û r - suggested for use on the basis of po is 2,36.
It should be noted at this stage that the formula can equally well be applied to struts other than solid if the values of pe and relevant to the particular type of column are known. The value of the former can be determined theoretically -- such an analysis is put forward in Section III for latticed columns —  while the value of the latter must of necessity be experimental. A value for *7 quoted recently by Pippard (11) for batten plate columns was - 
C O O fS 7 ^ .Treatment developed on the basis of superposed bending action due to lateral deflection.
The first rational theory of this type was developed by Krohn (13), The reasoning is as f o l l o w s F o r  a given deflection in the plane of the web^ for a concentric column load P, the load on each flange - originally p/2 - is altered by an amount (addative on the concaveside and subtractive on the convex side) which can be expressed in terms of the deflection. This is referred to as the "Krohn Effect". Consequently the loads on the elementary columns between the panel points of the bracing can be found. It is assumed that the strength
of these panel elements defines the strength of the column as a whole.
The treatment gives the lateral deflection in terms of the constants in Tetmajer's straight line formula for solid columns — interpreting these as stress values, yielding
where Px. = Flange forceP = Column LoadAj. = Flange AreaA = Column Area
For "normal" column proportions Af = g A and K = ^ where d = distance between centres of Gravity of the flanges. The flange force reduces to
Pf = p.136d - L
thus in short columns R tends to ^ P . The validity limit of Tetmajer's straight line is L/K = 105 giving the validity of Krohn's formula as Pj. = 0.81?.
Krohn's formula was modified by Engesser, extended by Saliger and put in a generalised form by Gerard and others. Brik (13) drew attention to the fact that althou^ Krohn's assumption of K = d/2 is practically true for normal sections, if the distance between the flanges is small the K value may differ considerably from d/2.
Formulae based on the "Krohn Effect" and incorporating Allowances for initial Irregularities?
A very exhaustive analysis is given by Salmon (13) for a nominally concentrically loaded latticed column, subject to various imperfections and buckling in the plane of latticing.
The treatment assumes, elastic uniplanar bending with small curvature and lateral deflections. The v/eight of the column itself is neglected and the imperfections allowed for include lack of homogeneity of the elastic properties, eccentricity of loading due to imperfections and a parabolic initial curvature.
=  o
The equation of the elastic line is given as
S i '  3 3 a )
where y^ = the initial curvature.y = the deflection of the columnb = length of the panel element,d = distance between O ^7 s o f the flanges.
] where a^, a^, Eq and ^  \ Eg are the areas and Young's
^  -
Solving the differential equation for y where € p  ^
representing eccentricity of loading and a parabolic initial curvature the maximum deflection is
The maximum flange force under working conditions corresponding to 
The maximum fibre stress then becomes
^  ( Moduli of the flanges respectively.
Og ^ 2  ^
where the terms within the second bracket refer to the flange element between panel points co-nsidered as a column.
In the analysis shortening effects due to bending transmitted by the lattice bars are neglected. This is justifiable from a practical point of view particularly as the "upper" working load limit is taken as ^  P©.
(c) Experimental Investigations,
The section which follows presents in a summary form significant features of selected experiments carried out by various investigators. The differentiation, based on approach which was readily available in the analytical section ceases to function when reviewing experimental work. It is usually found that there are definite groups of similar characteristics in all expe rimental investigations of the same field. These character - istics together with the particular aim of the experiment undertaken have been used as a basis of classification in this part of the review.
Overall Column Behavioar.
The common features.of the following experimental investigations are summarised in this sub-section.Talbot and Moore (18); Howard and Buchanan (7); Reports of the Steel Structures Research Committee of the A.S.C.E. (17); Holt (6),
The lack of Integral Action; All the analyses quoted in the previous sections, assumed integral action about both or at least one axis of the column. Analyses such as Salmon* s - one of the lattr^ r types - assume integral action when buckling perpendicular to the latticing and only consider lack of integrality if buckling takes place in the plane of latticing. All experimenters dealing with latticed columns make special mention of the fact that integral action is wholly lacking in columns with bolted or rivetted connections. This lack of integral action was deduced, from various experimental observations such as(1) Considerable stress variation over the length of the specimens showing maximum stress values 1,4 to 1,5 times the average stress.(2) Irregular positioning of the fibre of maximum stress^ sometimes occuring at the inside and other times at the outside of the column legs.(3) Considerable "local flexure" i.e. Action of components inconsistent with overall action of the column.
Modes of Failure of Test Columns; The mode of failure obtained by the various experimenters appears to depend to a large extent on the end conditions. The direction of the axis of the pin or roller end bearing used has considerable influence.
In general it appears that failure will occur by local buckling if the "local" slenderness ratio is greater than that for the column as a whole. If however the column acts as a unit, buckling takes place about the axis of least radius of gyration subject to any end condition imposed. It is relevant to point out here that experimenters seemed to classify any failure which was not a failure of the complete column as "local" collapse.This is ambiguous as it may mean buckling of the column panel element or buckling of one of the column legs as a component part.
Holt. in one of his tests noticed twisting of the angles of the column legs which he ascribed to eccentricity of loading.This effect could equally well have been a twisting action set up due to relative deflections of the column legs as indicated in the analyses of Section III.
The Effect of the Bracing; One of the most typical featui*es of latticed column behaviour is the relative deflection of the column legs resulting in a "barelling" or "waisting" action.This action has been noted by many investigators, Howard and Buchanan giving the value of the ratio Lateral Expansion _ 1Longitudinal Contraction li.b Their measurements are somewhat complicated by the use of diaphragm plates (battens) which restrict lateral expansion very considerably.
The "barelling" action is to some extent the effect of the latticing. This has been pointed out by the A.S.C.E. Steel Column Research Committee who state that when the legs shorten rotation of the lacing bars "force" the column shafts apart. They further indicate that the latticing has a stiffening effect under eccentric loading, this more than counteracting the transverse shear effect.
V Many experiments have been made to determine the best types of bracing but none have met with any great success. The characteristic of all results in this field is their irregularity and inconclusiv^ess.
Imperfections in Columns and their Estimation.
Eccentricity of Load - Actual and Equivalent; The considerable effect of a small eccentricity on the strength of a column has been noted by all experimenters since Christie (13) but Ayrton and Perry (1) were the first to point out that assuming imperfections to exist in all columns a slight extra eccentricity woiüld have little effect. Consequently small errors in the estimation of the load eccentricity are not important.
Actual eccentricity of load may be obtained either from actual measurements or by calculation from test results. It has become the general practice to express such probable load eccentricity in terms of the length or of the slenderness ratio.The "probable" load eccentricity has been derived by Smith (13) using probability methods as ^ / ^ f  the total estimated eccentricity and is given for example by Salmon (13)Length 
as 1000
The 1926 report of the A.S.C.E. (17) states that the eccentricities encountered never exceeded L/1500 .
"Equivalent" load eccentricities have been introduced to cater for non homogeneity of material (i.e. variation in Young's Modulus E) and also to allow for rolling margins resulting in differences of flange areas.
The probable equivalent eccentricity due to the variation of E obtained from experimental results is given by various authorities as follows - \the assumptions being that E varies uniformly across each flange and that it is a constant longitudinally^
Fidler \b j Neville (13) Salmon (13)
Width Width Width36 36 io
For flanges with equal ar:as the figures quoted correspondto an E variation of —  10^. A.S.C.E. Research Committee In view of the fact that the (17) observed a total variation o f f2j% only the quoted eccentricities may be considered exaggerated.
The equivalent eccentricity corresponding to area variation is given by Salmon (13) as Width for a rolling margin off2s 5^.
The probable eccentricity can be taken as about 1/2 of that i.e. width/l60.
The total probable load eccentricity corresponding to the factors quoted is the sum of the actual and equivalent values As an example values proposed by Salmon (13) are
€ = J Length + Width + Width1000 40 160
actual due to E due to flangevariati are^rdifference,
Initial Curvature - Actual and Equivalent; All experimenters are agreeâ that a perfectly straight column does not exist.Ayrton and Ferry (1) propose that for solid columns the effect of an initial curvature is equivalent to that of a load eccentricity of magnitude equal to the central deflection.
Robertson (12) after extensive investigations proposed acombined eccentricity and initial curvature factor of 0.003 L/K for solid columns. Pippard(11) suggests for use with batten plate columns the factor of 0.0015 L/K.
Salmon's (13) suggested equivalent eccentricity to allow for initial curvature is 0.0023 L/K or . This approximates to
the A.S.C.E.'s (17) 1926 report which indicates that eccentricit- ies equivalent to initial curvature encountered in the experiments undertaken have never exceeded L
Reduction in Strength - The Effect of Past History of the Material ; Manufacturing processes affect considerably the charact­eristics of the material. Baker (13) has shown that overstrain in tension while increasing the yield stress in tension reduces it in compression and vice versa. ConsidereChristie and Lilly (13) demonstrated the effect of cold work in raising the yield point. Howard (7) showed that the most suitable steels for columns are those rolled at the lov/est temperatures.
Howard and Buchanan (7) in their tests on lattice columns ascribe the non linearity of the column compression encountered to the presence of small local permanent sets. These in turn are explained as being due to manufacturing processes such as cold straightening, punching, drifting, and rivet contraction.
The unanimous recommendation of all investigators is to allow for this reduction in strength by the use of reduced working stresses.
(d) Empirical Formulae.
Straight Line Formulae.
These forms are commonly used for strength prediction provided integral action obtains. The range of slenderness ratio for 'vhich this type of equation is applicable is limited, but the values of the constants can be so chosen that in combination with the Euler column formulae the full practical range may be covered.As an example Holt (6) quoted the form
^
So = crushing strength of the material. He proposes this formula for use with built up columns made of aluminium alloy when the column fails by sidewise bending.Orje/CVaricu s values of the constant¥"'can be found in Ref. (6) .
Farabolie Formulae,
Rather popular forms, in wide use for representation of experimental results, because of their simplicity are the parabolic types. These are usually associated with either a straight line or the Euler variation to cover the full practical range of slenderness ratios and always have a stated limit of application.
For latticed columns Voss (13) proposed the allowable stress as
p = 14,200 (1 - 0.0006 (|)^ )
for length up to 78 K. Above this value the Euler critical stress with a factor of safety of 5 is suggested. The value of the constants is based on the series of tests carried out at the Watertown Arsenal (21),
Rankine - Gorden Type Formulae.
The earliest form introducing the influence of the directcompressive stress in ad&tion to the Euler effect and utilisingempirically determined constants is the Rankine - Garden formula, Ihile originally developed for solid columnsit has been adapted, with its constants based on the Watertown Arsenal Tests Results, to Latticed braced columns.
Cooper (13) suggests the critical stressPC = 34000 /A/_5r~ Î-----{T~z~oTÉ'12000 E
Schneider (13) proposes the allowable working stress asP = 15000 AA>//h^ vtA 1 (L /- "soft" Steels1 + ”13600 ^
P = 6 17000   / g
^ 1 + 1  - "medium" steels
11,000
Hutt (8) modifies the form to include the effect of shear force and suggests ^
/ 9 0 0 0f = crushing stress of the material,p = stress in the bracing tons/in^*B = extreme fibre distance,
(e) Discussion.
Contrast of the Analytical Developments.
The analyses presented in the review have all been based on either, the idea of integral action or^  on the conception of force actions in latticed coluimns regarded as a structure. In both of these cases it was always assumed that the column will fail as a whole, Failure of say a panel element was either specifically excluded in the assumptions or treated as an incidental - not a fundamental - matter.
It is felt that such an approach to the problem is overly narrow. Any built up structure should be regarded as a connected system, each component of that system being capable of individual collapse, depending on its ultimate strength relative to the
ultimate strength of the other components. Thus in the case of built up columns a minimum of four strength criteria should be considered simultaneously. These are:-
(I) The strength of the column as a whole - assuming integral action as in a solid column.
(II) The strength of one of the column legs as a whole - under its portion of the load and subjected to the force actions imposed by the bracing,
(III) The strength of a panel element - under its end load and momental end restraint due to continuity.
(IV) The strength of the lattice bars - under the loads imposed on them as columns.
In an ideal case the four strength values would be the same - while in a practical case they will differ. In view of the above, any treatment based on only one or other of these criteria becomes inapplicable, if the actual behaviour is controlled by the strength of a component not regarded as critical in the analysis. Prom such a point of view the analyses quoted, appear incomplete if taken singly, and the treatment of a practical case would require a synthesis of these.
Reclassification of the analyses on the basis of component strength criteria indicates that
(I) The overall column strength assuming integral action has been exhaustively covered.
(II) The component strength of the column legs as a whole has been evaluated for batten plate columns (Pippard)(11) only.
(III) The strength of a panel element has been obtained on the basis of maximum stress consideration (Salmon) (13),Analyses regarding the panel element as analogous to a hinged end column from the point of view of stability over simplify matters by neglecting the momental restraint due to continuity. The strength of the component is consequently underestimated.
(IV) The ultimate strength of lattice bars as columns is fully analoguous to integral solid column action and as such hasbeen sàtiisfactorily treated. The analysis of the actualforce actions in the lattice bars as components of a built up column has largely been bypassed. The consequent■ uncertainty is manifested at the present time by the design of over heavy web systems.
General .Features of the Experiments.
One of the most significant characteristics of all experimental work on built up columns is a demonstration of the .lack of integral action. This is manifested firstly by features such as stress distributions inconsistent with "solid" column behavioun and secondly by the variety of overall and "local" failures obtained.
In this connection - keeping in mind the four strength criteriaenumerated in the previous section - it is seen that "local"failure may mean failure of one of the column legs or failure of a panel element. Differentiation would be difficult particular­ly if the experimenter is not looking for it specifically. Thus it is necessary to associate a cert^ n degree of ambiguity with..a failure recorded as "local".
The experimental investigation of built up columns concerned 
themselves mainly with load carrying capacity and strain 
measurement, recording lateral deflection values at isolated 
points only, Ho record of complete column distortion data - 
given in terms of lateral deflections - has been found.
Experimenters who measured the distance between the column 
legs during loading have reported "barrelling” actions. It is 
felt that Insufficient attention has been given to this feature, 
which should be accepted as a fundamental characteristic of 
built up column behaviour.
The effect of column imperfections have been exhaustively 
investigated for solid columns. It is significant to realise 
that the findings of these investigations can only be applied to 
built up columns if the overall column strength is the failure 
criteria. If however, one of the component strengths is the
critical feature, both the value and the effect of the particular
imperfection will be different from the solid column case. As 
an illustration of the reasoning - initial curvature is equivalent to an eccentricity: for the column as a whole, but 
can amount to oblique loading for a panel element, Further, 
eccentricity of loading for the column as a whole means unequal 
but concentric loads on the column legs. Therefore in the 
Perry-Robertson formula the values of the imperfection coeffic­
ient and that of the ”ideal” critical stress p^;' will depend 
on the type of failure asaumed.
Summary and Outline of the Research Programme,
It was brought out in the review that there are two definite 
gaps in built up column study namely -
(1) Component strength analysis and
(2) Experimental data on column distortion.
The work undertaken was directed towards filling these gaps. 
Model experiments were carried out in which the lateral deflections 
were recorded at 18 points along the length of each leg thus 
giving complete distortion data. The results of these are presented in Section II,
Using the results of these experiments as a qualitative guide 
a Lattice Column Analysis based on the consideration of component 
strength was developed and is put forward in Section III*
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(a) Experimental Appliances.
The model of the latticed column is shown in Fig. 2a. The 
relevant dimensions were as followsj-
Total height of column legs 36 ins.
, Panel Di stance 6 ins ,
Column Leg spacing 4 ins.
Each leg consisted bf two l" x l” x ^  " angles bolted 
together back to back.
The lattice members were '2 ^ S " fl&ts connected by means of single bolts to the legs.
The testing machine was a 10 tons capacity Avery electro- 
hydraulic press (Fig.2b). The smallest division directly readable 
on the load recording dial was 0.05'tons.
The model was supported in the machine as shown in Pigs, 2b
and 3a by means of ball and socket bearings at both ends.
Centering of the column could be taken as accurate to 0,01 in.
Deflections of the column legs were measured relative to a 
rigid frame attached to the lower, platen supporting the specimen. 
This frame was free at'the top ^nd^it was provided at the top
with a dial gauge.capable of recording sway to 0,0001 in. to check
for frame movement relative to the top platen. The column model was laterally braced at each panel point by means of bolts and 
cleats attached to the frame, preventing movement perpendicular 
to the plane of the latticing (Fig,3b), The contact points of 
the lateral braces were greased to minimise friction, thus ensuring that the effect of the bracing on the recorded deflections 
was negligible , This was demonstrated during the trial load runs, when the screwing up and unscrewing of individual and groups
of bracing bolts caused no measurable change in the observeddefiections,
Deflection measurements were taken at every 2 in. along the 
length of the column for every 0,3 ton load increment by means 
of dials reading to 0,0001 in. A number of reloadings were 
necessary to obtain deflections at all points. To check that the 
column repeatedly distorted in the same manner the deflection 
measurements were arrai%ed to overlap so that one set of deflection 
measurements were always repeated on each successive series of 
loadings,
(b) Experimental Results,
The experimental readings obtained and presented in graphical 
form in the discussion Figs, 4 to 13 are as follown*-
Deflected form of column loads at increasing loads
Relative deflection of column legsVariation of panel point deflections with load
Variation of centre of panel deflection with load - relativeto the ends of the column legs and relative to the adjacent
panel points* [Leg Deflection I Distribution of cl = I Go lumn^Load j alongcolumn legs
The graphs incorporated in the text are reproduced in a 
.conveniently small size for ready reference.
It should be noted that some of the Figures - because of the 
unavoidable choice of widely different length and deflection scales - are highly distorted images.
When the column model was tested to destruction failure occured in the second panel from the top of the right leg at a load of 4,60 by sudden twisting of one of the two angles forming the leg.
(c) Discussion of Experimental Results.
Deflected Form of Column Legs. -- Figs. 4 and 5.Considering the deflected form of the individual column legs it is apparent that each leg buckles as a whole with a simultaneous manifestation of secondary buckling effects between the panel points. The shape of the column legs buckling as a \ihole, as indicated by the panel points, appears to be a complete sine wave.The shape taken up by the portions betwen the panel points appears to vary according to the relative movements of adjacent panel points. This is illustrated for example by the S é n é - form of portion 
Df of the left leg, the initial form of which may be taken as one-half of a sine wave, changing to three-half sine waves as the load is increased.
It appears, therefore, that the portions between adjacent panel points behave as columns with an unknown degree of fixity at the panel points and are subjected to end thrusts whose eccentricity varies continuously depending on the relative deflections of adjacent panel points."
DEFLECTED FORM OF LEFT UNOFR INCREASING LCAD 0l«icw low may* wiv
d e fle c te d  fO rm  O f  right leg  under in c r ea sin g  lO a d  ^
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Relative Deflections of Column Legs. —  Fig,6, This shows the deflected form of legs k f and Ag Fg at a load of 4 tonstogether with the deflected form of leg Ag Pg relative to A^ PyThe latter Indicates the distortion of the latticing.
These graphs clearly Indicate that the column does not behave as a unit, the legs deflecting relative to each other. The movements of the upper portion of the column amount to an expansion, with a corresponding contraction In the lower regions. This action Is not a pure "barrelling" type since It Is accompanied by deflection of both column legs to the same side of the centre line, the column tending to take up the configuration IndicatedIn the sketch at the bottom of Fig. 6,
RELATIVE DEFLECTION OF COLUMN LEGS.
* k
6 .6
F/ 'g.
Panel Point Deflection Against Column Load. Figs. 7, and 8.Left Le~gl Deflection of points B/ & Dy are characterised by rapid increase in deflection during the initial stages of loading up to about 1 ton then a definite stiffening action and hence an apparent tendency to rapid decrease of the deflection resulting in the case of Ey , provided loading would have been continued; in a deflection opposite to the initial deflection.
Deflections of points appear to show a roughlyuniform rate of increase with a definite stiffening action towards the last stages of the loading.
Right Leg. Points A> B, E. show a graduallydecreasing rate of deflection with a stiffening up tendency towards the latter stages of loading.
Point D^  is similar in its behaviour to point D^ of the l e f t  leg showing a tendency to deflect at an increasing rate during the last stages of loading, in a direction opposite to the initial deflection.
Summing up points Ag Bg Cg E^of the right leg show characterist. ics similar to points Ey and F/ of the left leg while points CyDy, of the left leg appear to behave in a manner similar to that of point Dg of the right leg.
PANEL POINT D E R ^
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Centre of Panel Deflection against Column Load. Figs, 9 and 10. These curves have no great significance in themselves relative to latticed column behaviour since they show the combined effect of panel point deflections and local bending between the panel points and give,in most cases a deceptive idea of actual conditions, They^however^ do show the characteristics of the variations of the deflection of columns (a) where the ends have movement relative to each other, ib) where in virtue of (a) the eccentricity of the thrust is changing continuously, and (c) where the ends are afforded varying degrees of fixity.
IStJLLQ-CENTRE OF PANEL DEFLECTIONS V COLUMN LOAD.
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Centre of Panel Deflections relative to line of Panel Points against Column Load. Pigs, 11 and 12. The curves shown support the view already obtained from the consideration of the deflected forms of the legs that the portions between the panel points buckle Individually.
No direct connection appears to exist between these curves and the curves of panel deflection.
Considering the l e f t  leg It Is Interesting to note that these curves show to a certain extent regular variation for points such as point 14 lying on a portion whose Initial form Is notappreciably changed during loading.
Points such as 8 and 11 which are part of portions changing their Initial deflected form as loading progresses show the Irregularity which one would expect.
Similar observations apply to the points on the column leg.
CENTRE OF F»J^ELDEFLgi L4J1VE ID  LINE OFADJ«CENT RWEL POINTS V r QLUMN LQA&
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fLeg Deflection)Distribution of = ) zr~T----:-- :--- r along Column Legs. Fig, 13----------------------  ^Column Load J  ®------------
The graphs shown give the rate of change of deflection of the panel points with load^ obtained by evaluating the ratio (change in deflection) ; (corresponding change in column load) for the different load ranges indicated.
It appears to be clear that with the exception of point D^ of the left leg, the rate of increase of deflections for points of the right leg is greater.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RWE OF CHANGE OF DEFLBCTION WITH lOfiD.
UOAO RANOE IS TO I TON
Considering column model behaviour in the various load ranges the folio- ing observations are relevant
Load range 0 to 1 ton -- the right leg Ag is the "active" component -- indicated by its higher deflection rate -- deflecting due to load actions and, by meEins of the latticing, transmitting a forcing action to the left Leg A/ Fy , This action the "passive" left leg has followed in a reluctant manner as indicated by its lower deflection rate.
Load range 1 ton to 2 t o n s —  The restraining or "dragging" action or leg Ay p ÿ in the upper portions appears to become effective,as indicated by the decreased deflection rate of leg A^]^ The lower portion of leg A^ F^  is, however still transmitting a forcing action at Eg , increasing the deflection rate of leg F^  in this region.
Load ranges 2  tons to 4 tons and beyond -- The same process appears to continue, but a gradual increase in the deflection rate at D/ showing a 'running away" phenomenon indicates that this leg has now taken over the "active" part and is now transmitting a forcing action to leg A^ Eg,
The characteristics shown up by these curves indicate the fact that one, or part of one, of the column legs plays the "active" part and the other the "passive" part in building up the deflected form of the col^amn. It would also appear that a leg which is "active" during a certain range of loading may become "passive" during another range,
Column behaviour on this basis may be visualised as follows;-
The"active" leg is deflecting at a high rate -- due to external causes -- and transmits a forcing action by the agency of the bracing to the "passive" column leg which exerts a retarding influence.
Depending on the elastic characteristics of the structure as a whole, this retardation may be successful in checking the "active" column leg in vhich case equilibrium conditions will be reached. It is conceivable, however, that the "passive" leg due partly to weakness, to initial irregularity and to the type of bracing, at some points is not able to counteract the active influence, in which case local conditions may reach a critical stage culminating in local collapse,
(d) Column Model Behaviour,
1, The column as a Unit, - The column does not buckle as a unit, the column legs deflecting relative to each other. In the model tested the normal distance between the column legs increased between certain points with a simultaneous decrease between other points,
2, The individual column legs, - The deflected shapes of the column legs are similar. In the model tested both co-lumn legs buckled into approximately one full sine wave,
3, The panel element, -- Concurrently with the deformation of the column legs as a whole, there is a manifestation of secondary buckling effects between adjacent panel points.
The deformed shape of a part between adjacent panel points of any one leg appears to vary according to the initial irregularity of the part; according to the relative deflection of adjacent panel points (inc^ucing continuous variation in the eccentricity of the thrust); aid according to the degree of fixity afforded at the end of the part considered by virtue of continuity,
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Contrast of 1,2 and 5, - The force actions governing thedeformation of a latticed structural member^ as indicated by the experiments, are shown in Fig, This contrasts the forceactions on the column as a whole, on an individual column leg, and on a column panel element. It is apparent thfet the loading conditions are basically different in the three cases. Consequently
the conventional estimate for design purposes of the strength 
of the column and that of a column panel element for similar 
loading conditions is wholly untenable.
All the experimental results point to the fact that the 
critical behaviour criterion is that given by the individual 
column leg (Pig. J.-^b.) subjected to axial and lateral loads, the 
latter depending on the relative deflection between the column 
legs.
4. The Lattice System. The single lattice bracing as used in the 
tests served as an agency for transmitting forcing action of one 
column to the other and did not contribute to the load resisting 
action of the column as a whole. That is the forces in the 
lattice bars are dependent on the relative movement of the column legs only.
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The review - presented in Section I  - of publications on latticed columns indicated that the ultimate column load based 
on overall "solid" column strength and-on panel element strength 
has been exhaustively investigated.
No analytical or experimental investigation was found 
however respecting the strength and stability of the individual 
column lego of a latticed column. The loading on the column legs 
is their share of the axial load combined with any lateral 
force actions transmitted by the bracing.
The experimental work presented in Section II confirmed 
the existence,and established the distribution of^  the relative 
lateral movement between the column legs.
These two features - the lack of a satisfactory analysis of 
column leg strength, together with the experimentally established 
existence of a' mode of behaviour not considered by previous 
investigators defined the aims and scope of this section as;-
(I) The theoretical evaluation of the "ideal column" buckling 
load for a latticed column, based on the stability of the 
individual column legs. Both eccentric and concentric loading 
is considered buckling of the column legs assumed to take place in the plane or perpendicular to the plane of the latticing.
(II) The extension of the Perry-Robertson formula to latticed 
struts^"Pq " (the "ideal column" critical stress) being based in general on the strength of the weakest column component. The case, when 'the weakest column component is the column leg (p@ 
being given by the theoretical treatment presented) is 
considered in detail, and is tested against experimental results on a wide range.
The following notation is used throughout;-
I - Moment of Inertia of one of the column legs about
an axis perpendicular to the plane in \4iich buckling is considered,
= Moment of Inertia of.one lattice bar about an axis 
,in the plane of the latticing.
E = Modulus of Elasticity in tension and compression.
L = Total length of one column leg.
d - Distance between the column legs.
' b » Distance between adjacent panel points. t ~ Length of one lattice bar,
p « Elastic constant of the latticing in -the plane ofbuckling.
0 - Angle of inclination of lattice bars to the horizontal
A = Area of one column leg.
a = Area of one 'lattice bar.
= Critical or buckling load. ^ 2Pg = Euler Buckling Load for hinged ends I El/lf y = Deflection of column legs.
The following general assumptions are used throughout;-
(1) The column legs are initially straight and 
homogeneous and E is a constant throughout.
(2) The colutmi legs are hinged at the ends.
(3) The latticing is pinjointed in the plane of the 
bracing, but gives the effect of fixture perpendicular 
to the plane of bracing,
(4) Buckling is uniplanar.
>•ECŒNTRIC LOADING ON A
LATTICED COLUMN
F/g. /S.
»'T".
In considering latticed strut behaviour from the point of view of stability, the general case of an eccentric load on the column as a whole will be considered first since the i actions involved are comparatively simple to visualise. The case of a concentric load can then be obtained by simplification of the equations.
(a) Elastic Stability under Eccentric Loading - Buckling in the^ plane of the Latticing,
An eccentric load P, say on the column becomes equivalent to the loads and ^  on the individual column legs as shown in Pig. Considering the case when P^  >  Py the deflectionsyg of Leg 2 will tend to be greater than that of Leg 1, when the system is externally disturbed. Because of the difference in deflections the lattice system will be distorted giving rise to lateral force actions proportional to the relative deflection 
7s *■ 7( the column legs. The lateral force actions for thecase shown will enhance the flexural effect in the case of Leg 1 opposing the same effect for Leg 2.
For purposes of analysis it has been considered approximatelycorrect to use instead of a series of concentrated loads, a distributed lateral load proportioned to the difference in deflection or the column legs. This approximation is tantamount to assuming the flanges .connected by a continuous elastic medium, the lateral -force exerted by which, at any section, is proportional to Üie relative deflection of the column legs at that section. f-urther this elastic medium is assumed to be incapable of transmitting forces along the axis of the column.Let the elastic constor/7t of this equivalent web be /3 per unitlength per unit relative deflection, ^
The differential equation applicable to cases of columns subject to axial thrust P and lateral loads of magnitude p per unit length is
Applying this to the case of column leg 1. where the lateral actions enhance the flexurq'f actions and column leg 2. where the lateral actions oppose the flexural action, the follow­ing equations are obtained;-
 ©
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The boundary conditions are
y
Using the Fournier Sine transformation
^  J ' y s / h
y 2 <Ùi
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the equations reduce to (see Appendix /y/ )
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Equations (3) and (4) will only give solutions other than
that is A
- / &  /
A hyperbolic relation between Py and Pg the buckling loads of Leg 1 and 2 respectively, for any given value of /3  -('the equivalent web elasticity^- and /7 (the number of half waves the column leg buckles into).
The Fournier Sine series corresponding to the function y ^ fO ^ y  converges to the function^ ^ '
but ^  y s /t7  y X . = Fournier Sine transformation
Y C nJ i.e . y  Ë  Y e n ) s in
consequently y /  *
y<2 s
For a given set of values of Py ; Pg andy3 equation (5) will.have at most one integral solution for /? . Hence all the Fournier coefficients will be zero but for the one corresponding to tfte integral value of/? .
Therefore
» z
2.
Y ,C n ) s / h  2 ^  
Y ,C r> M h
and ^e /7ce £ l  ^  > X g l  
y s  Y ^ (n )
Of > -r-_  » iN i- T ^ w f ~.AMC
C O L U M N  l e g s  DEFLECTING TO O P PO S ITE  S ID E S
POSSIBLE MODES OF BUCKLING
F/g. /G.
HYPERBQLC LEG BLCXUNG LOAD RELATION.
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Prom equations (3) and (4) , *
In equation (5) the left hand side must be ^  since the right hand side is a square. Consequently the two factors forming the left hand side must both be or — xf
If both are negative ^  is positive (/3 is always positive) that is j f  and y^  are bot^ of the same sign and the column legs deflect to the same side.
(Pig 16A.)
aIf both are positive^ i s  negative that is yy is of opposite align to yg and the column legs deflect to opposite sides (Fig.l6B)
Before representing graphically the buckling load variation corresponding to these two cases, it is convenient to rewrite equation (5) in the following non dimensional form,
8//^ as
/f/f as ^
the equation reduces to
For any given value of n a n d e q u a t i o n  (6) represents a hyperbolic variation between O and ^  as shown in Fig.(17)
/yÿ. .
2!  .This indicates two load levels. With the exception of the cas^ where both of these are possible, the lower one only is relevant. From equation (6) the lower value of the Buckling Load for the column based on the stability of the legs at "full" eccentricity (load applied—In line with one of the legs) is obtained by putting say Æ  = 0 yielding y
[^lA TJQ N  OF L'lQ BUCKUNG.m&D 
WITH 3  AND , 
ECCENTRIC LCAD.
VARIATION OF BUCKUMS LCAD 'P' WITH ECCENTRICITY.
EOCewTBCITT OOtFFICIENT 'C '
/yp. /9.
or éoéo/co/ortor) /exra^ = P =P = /? 'e .. (Sé\
- t  V  ''
Plotting /? against ^  from equation(6al^ yields the family of 
curves shown in Pig.18. It is interesting to note that all_the 
curves lie within the field defined by the straight lines ^ 
and =s /7^ approaching the former at low values of and the latter at higher values of
A significant point of inflection is situated at a value of 
/ ^  giving a value of This implies that in columns
having an equivalent ,w^ b elasticity such thatthe buckling load is 1^ times the Euler value^ corresponding to the 
particular buckled form.
Any eccentric load condition may be, expressed by the inequality
of the column leg loads and ' /O (A/'a, /ÇJ
é6eThe total load on^)column, in terms of the load on the left leg
is obtained^by moments as ^ t h e  load on the^ right legbeing ^ where ^  <ro S’ubstituting for ^  = /— c r?in equation (6^|^reduces to
f'-'74 A  "T/'K; -
Considering the lower load level relevant to eccentric loading 
the following values of the total buckling load are of interest
^  » n ^ 6
0
r>
o .
2
/?
/ r ) f ih / 'â y
c  i
/
c
/
2c (/ (/2S ~//'S6 - €c(/-cjj
2 c ( f - 0
/
7 c p
Pig. (19) shows the variation of the total Buckling load for latticed columns, with eccentricity, for various values of the 
web elasticity^ . It can be seen that considerable variation is shown particularly at low values o fp where reductions up to 
100^ may take place-as the load shifts from concentricity to full eccentricity.
%KX V C T  ^  PI FORCE a c t io n s  OH  COLUMN LESS.fletAngjas-
BUCKLING PERPENDICULAR TO PLANE OF 
LATTICING.
(b) Eccentric Loading - Buckling perpendicular
to.the plane of the latticing.
Referring to Pig'. 20 it is readily apparent that the force 
actions to which the individual column legs are subjected are 
similar to that in (a) with an additional distributed torque 
by virtue of the latticing acting as a series of cantilevers, Consequently the continuous elastic medium connecting the flanges is assumed to exert lateral forces perpendicular to the plane 
of the latticing and proportional to the relative deflection of the column legs in that direction. In this particular case 
the deflected form of the colfimn leg would be a space curve,
Ass'uming the projections of the deflections of Leg 1, on two 
perpendicular planes to be y/ and respectively (plane)’ 
being the plane in idiiêh the lateral loads act; the magnitude 
of the torque at any section is T - constant x /SC~ while 'bhe bending moment in (plane)"' due to torque would be
constant x  ^ slope of leg in (plane)"K But theslope on ( plane )-<' is proportional to the de flection, hence
jir = constant x /S<y {yz~y/Jy/”
Comparing this expression with the bending moments due to elastic lateral load end. thrustyp ^Cof^sà^éx respectively in (plane)'' it is seen that Mp
is negligible as of the second order. Therefore the load system 
reduces to one identical with -die case of buckling in the plane 
of the latticing,yielding the same form for ttie critical loads and interpretation as in the former case, viz;
being the equivalent web constant in a plane perpendicularto the plane of the latticing,
(c) Concentric Loading,
The mode of distortion given in Subsection (a) will hold __ for the concentric case also but will now become equal to ,
If ^ equation (6) becomes
If the column legs deflect to the same side the factors of 
equation (6) are of negative sign hence y — ^^ mm  ^ or       J
The column legs behave therefore as if there would be no 
latticing and the total load on the column is determined by the 
Euler buckling load of the individual legs. This load corresponds to 'bhe lower value shown in Pig. 17. It should be noted however that each panel point is a potential point of contraflexure and tiierefore/7 ( the number of half weaves) may be greater than one.
If the colimjin legs deflect the opposite sides the factors ofequation (6) are of positive sign hence
VARIATION OF LEG BUCKLING ITAD 
WITH g A N D ^  
CONCENTRIC LOAD.
TB
O * - ^  O f M fL f
The column behaviour is now characterised by "barelling" or "waisting" action, the legs are elastically supported and the critical load is given by the higher load value of Pig. 17.
In this case the minimum value of ^  obtains when 
e ^  as /  g. . ^
d r?  ^  _
giving ^ o r  ^  ® fP r? ^ ^
That is in columns having an equivalent web elasticity such t h a t t h e  buckling load of the column leg is twice the Euler value corresponding to the particular buckled form._ The variation of the higher buckling load value with /? ^  and ^  is shown in Fig.21.
As indicated by the experiments quoted in Section I - the Review - of the paper and also by the model experiments carried out, this latter mode of buckling appears to be characteristic of latticed bar forms. In what follows a method of asssessing the elastic constant of the equivalent continuous web used in the theoretical investigation,is put forward,6r the case of column buckling;with the column legs deflecting to opposite sides.
(d) Calculation of the Equivalent Web Constant - Concentric Loading.
Applying the laterally loaded column equations to describe the conditions existing in column legs 1 and 2 under concentric loading the following simultaneous equations are obtained;
Leg I. • c  ....
Leg 2. £ X  , > - ^ C y 9 - y O   % )
adding, these reduce to
and subtracting ^
' ‘- àThe general solutions of the r^uced equations are
Ÿ f ' r y 2  xt /\:)C 'r â r C c c s u z ) C ' r z > s / r ? ( j x
o n e / f / /
Considering barelling or waisting action ^becomes zero and ^  “ Ÿ ythat is fr o ^  /*?.
Us ing^boundary conditions .
x ^ o  } y ^ o   C O  ^   ^ 5 ? *   ^X ^ L i y ^ c  c£) X ^ ^ ^ » 0 ..
and assuming a deflection at the centre v/hen the systemis disturbed there laterally, that is a t a ^  s  ^ .... ( Wgives 2  "
£  m ^  m Q  or?C ^
* C T u» L  * C T | ' 'S } ^  tO . lU k l. fN T
r  Al r i  i ATIQN OF ‘S  INi THE PLANE OF THE I LCÂDING\\C OA .
/ÿp. 2 2 .
s>h Sfh ^ 7i-/sthhX,l
V  - - - —
For this to be satisfied for any value of "e" jO? Ag/ Ai-^ “/7-^substituting this value in /=" and // gives ^  » 0  J ^ * 2 ^
that is 2 y  •  >4">^ *■ 2 « S /l0  H £ ^
,^. y  »  e » h   @
Value of the equivalent web elasticity /3 in the plane of the latticing.
Due to relative deflection of the column legs laterally (barelling or waisting) and shortening of the legs due to bending, the ends of any latticed bar A.B. move to the positions k *  as indicated in Fig.22,
Change in length of A.B. O o S ^
Shortening of a column leg due to bending, j"is the difference between the arc length and the chord length. That is
< 4  =  y x  =  c ^ 0 ^
or since , f s t»  < 2 ^
Hence change in length of A.B. (substituting for d $ ) s&
«. e c e s f i/^ fh  _
^ § 1 OOS ‘ < 2 ^ g l'x JThe terms forming the coefficient of ^ /h d  depend on the (deflection)^ and as such are second order quantities in comparison with the cosine terms and can be neglected.
Therefore change in length of A.B. =
Assuming that the lattice bar is elastic and Hooke* s law holds the change in length = where W is the force in thelattice bar.
hence ■  e c o s s /h h  / s /h
Expressing the horizontal component of this force aa A 2C oS ^ and noting that ^ /C o S ^
M/COSÔ « zf g coS^sfF/>) J
Thence the total lateral force transmitted hy the latticingfor half the length of the coluj^ leg becomes
The lateral force exerted per unit column length by the equivalent web of elasticity ^  S /h
that is the total lateral force for a half column leg length
= i / i e s f h 's l î t / x
For equivalence the values given by the actual lattiôtng and the continuous elastic web must be equal, hence
q£ Ç c o S ^ ^ ' 2 ^ a O c  
cr y  cos^  ^ ^ h S p O ” '2pyx..i^
Equation(12)gives the value of for any particular lattice arrangement. If the value of / i corresponding to minimum buckling load conditions is substituted the equetion can be 
/ ( / r é /2e r ' simplified. ^ ip 9
That Is if C r , / e ^ ^ / . 3 $ )
c o S ^ 3  / *  *C 'S *> ^ s /h  " ^ "  @
Equation (13) can be solved by any method of successive approximation for single or double bracing in any given case, yielding a value for /? (the number of half waves the leg tends to buckle into). The corresponding column buckling load then becomes —^ f or P »  Z/v'/f.. W
' ,It should be noted that the equivalent web column theory was developed on the assumption that /? is an integer. Hence if the value of 37 obtained from (13) is not an integral value^equation(14) gives two loads within whicn the actual buckling load v/ill lie.These will be the values corresponding to the nearest lower and higher integers within which /? lies.
Value of the equivalent web elasticity perpendicular to the plane of the latticing.
Using exactly similar reasoning and noting that the lattice bars act as a series of cantilevers of moment of Inertia I^ the lateral load exerted by any lattice bar
^  '2 ^ 1
also the total lateral load for half the column leg length
« a , ^
jjf»d ^
or in terms of the equivalent web . ^  .
? /5 e J > h S £ * e /j(
The equivalence condition thèn is ^
c /'^  g y  " v / S jSubstituting as before  ^ 03^ *P/S ^ 37^  ^/xf/" V —/
**0 ^  *  (/<ÿ.land the corresponding buckling load before xi><
/ c =  4 o ^ / i   ...............................................  ^
(e) Summary.
Latticed columns may fall in a number of ways depending on 
the relative strength of the column as an integral whole, of the 
column leg component and of the panel elements. The most 
satisfactory formula developed to date is the Perry Robertson 
formula which forms the basis of design in Great Britain. This 
is of the form . _ , . / ;---*. A  - jffM:2p3sJ-A/7
where
Pg ' = critical stress of columnp = yield stress of material
Pq s= Relevant ’'ideal” column buckling stress.
2  = Eccentricity factor.
The value of ”pg” ~ the theoretical stress to produce neutral, elastic stability may be given by
(I) The overall column strength
If the column is of such a construction that integral action 
obtains, the column would be treated as ”solid” p^  being the 
Euler stress corresponding to the end conditions. All experimental investigations indicate that this is unlikely,
(II) The Column Leg component strength.
The buckling load of a latticed column based on the leg component 
strength may be obtained - as indicated in the foregoing theory - 
from the hyperbolic buckling load relation. Its value is affected 
considerably in the concentric case by the distorted form under 
load varying from the Euler load per leg (if the leg
deflections are to . the same side) to the critical load of an 
elastically supported column/?^/f^^per leg (if the leg deflections
are such as to induce barelling or waisting).
In the eccentrically loaded case only one mode of buckling is practicable (provided the column legs are not preset in any way) 
corresponding to the legs deflecting to the same side. The 
buckling load is considerably affected by the equivalent 
elasticity of the bracing and the eccentricity, and is given by
The value of the web elasticity can be calculated corresponding 
to any given lattice system from equations (l2) and (li).
(Ill) The Panel Element Strength,
The column elements between panel points may serve as the 
basis of estimating Pejif on comparison with the overall and 
leg component strengths their critical stress appears to be 
the lowest. In the absence of more satisfactory analyses 
respecting the effect oM the Buckling Strength of oblique 
eccentricity of loading, the Euler ”solid" column formulae may 
be used to evaluate this critical stress.
SECTION III. " LATTICED COLUMN ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS.
2. APPLICATIONS.
Page,(a) Analysis of Golleoted Experimental Results.
Method of Calculation of Theoretical Failure Stress,_T<SÎ5.
The Evaluation of "p " based on the Theory of
Section III (1) ._______ — ______ ___________ ____The use of the Perry-Robertson Formula,_____________The Equivalent. Slenderness Ratio and
Allowance for Imperfections.—  -- - ---------------
Table of Test Specimens* Particulars and Discussion Table of Experimental and Calculated Results and .
Discussion.  --— — ----------- :— -— --------  —
(b) Summary.— _— _—  ...............  -  —  —  —4P,
Overall and Column Component Strength.Selection of the Relevant "p@" Value.
Allowance for Imperfections in Built Up Columns.
The Applicability of the Perry-Robertson 
Formula.
( a) Analyses of Collected Experimental ResuüJb s. 
Method of Caleulatlon of Theoretical Failure Stress,
As has been pointed out in the Summary of Section III (1) the number of ways any column may fail corresponds to the number of its components. The critical strength of the column will always be defined by the strength of its weakest component.
Consequently Pg the "ideal column" critical stress is the smallest of (1) the overall column strength (integral action)(11) the column leg strength and (111) the panel element strength. If the panel element itself consists of two or more components the analysis is to include the examination of the strengths af these also. This is the case with the model tests quoted - this will be discussed in greater detail further on.
Given the particulars of any column, the analysis is as follows
The overall column strength - Assuming integral action - is obtained from
f ' fZ ./,. the Euler
column formula, where= Constant defining end conditions.
-  Young’s Modulus.= Slenderness ratio as a whole on the full length.
The Column Leg Component Strength - Assuming lack of integral action - is obtained from
A, a  Æ - Z
Equation (14) of Section III (1) where
= Slenderness ratio for column leg section on the full length.
n is the number of half waves the column legs tend to buckle into and is given by ^
x - e  ^  L  '  A.
from Equation (13) of Section III (1) or 
? r r
' 2 1 ^  ^  A h  !2piJ
from Equation (16) of Section III (1) depending whether buckling takes place in the plane of perpendicular to the plane of the latticing.
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The Panel Element strength is obtained from
EliA = .  >777? the Euler oolnmn forimla
for hinged end5where
slenderness ratio of column leg 
section on panel length.
This form is approximate in that it neglects the effects of both continuity and eccentricity on the panel element. It would appear however that in the majority of cases it represents 
a safe underestimate of strength. If the panel element itself 
may lack Integral action the strength of its components is to 
be computed by the relevant formula*
The actual failure stress is calculated by the Perry- 
Robertson formula.  ^
=  A  '
This introduces the limitation of the yield stress of the 
material and an allowance for imperfections by means of.the 
coefficient ^ , The "ideal column" critical stress is the 
stress determined as outlined above.
The value of the. imperfection coefficient^ is take/)as 0.0015 L .
K
Further, when component strength is the critical factor, 
the slenderness ratio to be used in conjunction with ÿ  is taken 
as "e > b being the overall length of column and
P/ and K/ are critical load and radius of gyration of the 
component considered and P is the column strength calculated 
on the basis of the particular component strength. This method of imperfection assessment is due to Pippard (11) .
Appendix (/Kff) gives a sample calculation in detail.
Table I - Description of Test specimens. The table presents 
the particulars of 8 built"up cdlumns tested to destruction.
These include tests carried out by Talbot and Moore on steel 
and wrought iron columns, tests by Hoi6 on. Aluminium Alloy and steel columns and the Model tests on/^teel column: reported in 
Section II.
The test specimens represent a variation of overall length 
from 21» - O" to 3’ - o "  ^and in slenderness ratio of column leg component from 593 to 37.
The type of sections^included are (/) fully built up from angles and plates and. (/V) are channel sections laced together.
The type of latticing introduces single* staggered single and double lacing.
The values given in the Table are the quantities which have been used in drawing up Table 2.
Table 2 - Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Values. In
general good agreement is indicated between the calculated and experimental results.
It may be noted that the calculated stress values are given 
in the form of a stress range. This results from the fact that
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"n" the number of half* waves was assumed'to be an integer in i
the theory. Consequently if Equation (13) or (16) of Section III 
(I) gives a non integral value of n the actual failure stress will 
be between the stresses corresponding to the nearest lower and 
higher integral values of n.
In the case of columns No.6 and No.7 the end conditions during the test were somewhat indeterminate, and it is possible 
that some degree of fixity obtained. The calculated values 
are based on the assumption of hinged ends.
The type of failure for columns No. 2 to 5 was inconclusive.
To quote from Talbot and Moore: " For all the tests of the 
wrought iron bridge posts -- the failures were very gradual.
Final failure occurred near the middle or at the end. In the
former case, high stresses in one channel had been sho\m, --  at
working loads". This implies some irregularity of construction or local wealmiess, primarily responsible for the bowing 
perpendicular to the plane of the latticing, as calculations 
indicate failure to take place by buckling in the plane of the latticing.
During the tests of the 3 ft. steel column model the 
distorted form of the legs indicated that bowing of the column legs was taking place. The immediate cause of failure however 
was the buckling of one of the angles forming the right column 
leg, due to tohsional instability. This is in agreement with 
the analysis, indicating the torsional buckling strength of a 
single angle of a panel element as the weaJ^est component strength of the column.
(b) Sutmrary.
From the foregoing theory and experiment the following conclusions are put forward:-
(I) The strength of the column as a whole is defined by the 
strength of the weakest component,
(II) The Perry Robertson formula is applicable to built up 
columns provided the value of "pe" is taken as the critical 
stress of the weakest component.
(III) The analysis put forward in Section (III) (1) for the 
determination of the column leg strength appears to give results in good agreement with the experiments.
(Iv) The values of the factor tf allowing for imperfections appears to.be reasonable at 0.0015^ ', although it is felt that 
further investigation of this is necessary. This factor will 
in all probability be different deperding on which is the controlling component,
(v) The method given by.- Pippard of determining Ke the 
equivalent radius of gyration for the column as a whole in 
cases when component strength is the limiting factor appears 
to give results in good agreement with the experiments.
P A R T  II.
THIN WALLED COLUMNS.
SECTION I.>
THE COMPOSITE BEHAVIOUR OP THIN
WALLED COLUMNS.
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(a) Over all Colmnn Stability under Concentric End. Load.____ '
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The Effect of Edge Conditions.Contrast of the Elastic Critical Load and
the Ultimate Load - v Karman,_________________________S3.The Effective Width - Winter.
(c) Optimum Conditions - Equal Overall and Component .
Strength.________________________________________________
"Column" V "Plate" Failure. ^The Combined Column - Plate Failure Curve, _________
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The Relation b/t = Constant^L/r for MaximumStrength.----------------------------------------------
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The Use of the Perry-Robertson Formula. ____________ S^S.
DIMENSION RATIO ^
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Thin walled columns may fail in a variety of ways. The column as a whole may collapse due to flexural or torsional instability; or some of its plate components may buckle, culminating in complete failure of the column. Theories and formulae abound - all with varying degrees of experimental substantiation. The survey presented in this section summarises the main features of the theories in use at present.
(a) Overall Column Stability under ConcentricEnd Load.
The axial stress causing flexural instability for a long column is given by the classic Euler (19) theory and may be. stated as
A ' (9r)'
Inhere = Constant depending on end conditions (// for hinged ends).= Young’s Modulus for the material.= Radius of Gyration of the cross section.= Length of Column.
The critical stress p^ plotted against the slenderness ratio X/r gives the well known Euler curve shown in Fig, 23,
The axial stress causing torsional instability is given by Lundquist and Fligg (30) as ^
where I = Polar Moment of Inertia of the Cross Sectionabout the axis of rotation.T*' = Torsional rigidity of section.L = Effective length of column,
C = The torsion - bending constant dependent on thelocation of the axis of rotation and the dimensions of the section.
The evaluation of C may be of some complexity depending on 3/>e section considered.
Thomas (32) using the strain energy method obtains for angle sections
where = Constant depending on end conditions, values asfollows ; -
., /^'é/cn C/)ecZ9n /
Fr^
£ /2 2 4f s
DIMENSION RATIO
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VALUE OF THE COEFFICIENT K,FQR FIXED AND FREE ^ G E  
CONDITIONS.
/o 6 e /o m
fvr <hr<p /B/oé«S -Àft * on& /? -
VALUE OF THF COEFFICIENT KjFOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND 
FREE EDGE CONDITIONS.
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O' = Poisson's RatioL = Lengthr = Radius of Gyration jb = Width of leg of anglet = Thickness of angleE as before.
(b) Plate Component Stability Under Lengthwise Compression.
The stress corresponding to flexural instability for a iplate with simply supported edges was first obtained by Bryan (24)i
Timoshenko (19) gives the general form applicable to plates simply supported along edges perpendicular to the line of compression, with various edge conditions along the edges parallel to the line of compression as
where Kg = Constant depending on edge conditionsparallel to the line of compression, b = Width of plate,t = Thickness of plate.E and as before.
The graph of p plotted on the basis of b/t dimension ratio is of the general "^form shorn in rig, 24.
The influence of the edge conditions is represented by various values ox Ko depending on the overall dimensions and edge conditions of the plate considered. Jb'igs. 25 and 26 give the variation of Kg for fixed and free and simply supported and free edges respectively. These are the cases relevant to the matter treated in the paper,and the figures give in addition to Ko, n the number of half waves the plate buckles into.
It is necessary at this stage to differentiate betv;een the critical load causing buckling, and the ultimate load a plate may be capable of supporting. It has been demonstrated that in some cases thin plates supported along both edges can carry, without failure, a load many times larger than the critical load at which buckling begins. The plate buckling form^which gives the stress causing buckling becomes inapplicable in these cases, as it is based on the assumption of small plate deflections.
An exact mathematical treatment of plates in compression on the basis of large deflections is extremely complex. Attempts at a solution have failed to give results of practical applicability. To overcome this difficulty v. Karman (27) suggested the assumât ion that the middle strip of the buckled piale supported along the edges be disregarded from the point of view of load carrying capacity. The total load is assumed to be taken by two strips next to the edge supports,aeross which the stress is regarded as uniform.
The equivalent width b^ of these strips for plates simply supported along both edges is given by Winter (34) correlating thP! experimental results of Sechler and others as
4  ■
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or
The ultimate load is given by
P
where p = yield stressE, t and b as before
Attempts have been made to extend the semi empirical approach of the "effective width'' method to plates supported along one edge only. Winter (54) gives the effective widthin such a case as4 - Oôûf^C^- 0-202(^)fTj
valid to about ^ **
He suggests the use of the following semi empiricalbuckling stress form for b/t ratios ranging from 12 to 50
/ t  - A  -
where p^  = critical stress^ jb y
For b/t ratios above 30 he proposes to use the elastic plate buckling formula as given by equation ^
(c) Optimum Conditions - Equal Overall and Component Strength.
From the point of view of structural efficiency a section is said to possess maximum strength if it is designed for the maximum load to weight ratio. That such maximum strength corresponds to equal overall and component strength in the case of thin walled columns can be shovm by the following simple qualitative reasoning.
Failure in a simple structural section - such as a channel - may take place in a variety of ways. The column may fail by integral action as a whole or it may fail due to failure of the flange or of the web.
Considering for example the case when the strength^of the weaker of the plaie components - the flange - and the strength^ of the column as a whole are the criteria of the failure, the behaviour over the v/hole range of the L/r and b/t ratios is shown by Figs, 27 and 28 for any selected thickness t. These are obtained by superposing Figs. 23 and 24 the basis of plotting being the L/r and b/t ratios in turn.
Considering Fig, 27 if the slenderness ratio lies between 0 and A the channel will fail due to failure of the flange as a plate, at a stress less than that represented by AB. If the slenderness ratio lies between A and C the channel will fail as a column, again at a stress less than that represented by AB. Consequently,only if the slenderness ratid is at A, that is flange and column failure occur simultaneously, will the maximum possible stress AB be reached.
The same reasoning applies to Fig. 28 also,the only difference being that OA is now the range of the column failure,AC being the range of the plate failure.
The position of the ordinate AB is defined by the equality of the integral column strength and the plate component strength.. Using the forms relevant to flexural instability, quoted in subsections (a) and (b)^  giva
"  ^  ‘   ®
This yields a linear relationship between the slenderness ratio and the relevant plate dimension ratio for equal overall and component strength.
Relations of this type (not necessarily linear) can be obtained by equating the strengths corresponding to all the possible modes of failure. Such relations combined with a dimensional condition for minimum weight allov/s the development of design criteria to give structures of Maximum Strength and of Minimum Weight.
Cox and Smith (26) show that the minimum weight corresponding to maximum possible strength under a given set of conditions depends (1) on the characteristics of the materials of construction; (11) on the "structure loading coefficient" v/here P  is the typical load and ^  the typical linear dimension and (111) on the factors of safety provided against failure in the several possible modes of failure. With reference to struts it is shown that the weight per unit length is a decreasing function of the structure loading coefficient and in general it is proportional to
where ^  = Density of Mate±ial
S  -  Young’s Modulus 
no = Numerical coefficient.= Structure loading coefficient.
The forms giving the critical stress quoted in this brief summary are based - with the exception of Winter’s semi empirical form-on'the assumption of elastic behaviour and are valid therefore only within certain limits of the characteristic dimension ratios L/r and b/t. The introduction of the effect of material failure, through the inclusion of^the yield stress in the relevant formulae, may be effected by using l^erry-Robertson column form. As indicated in the Latticed Column part of the thesis, the Perry-Robertson formula is of general validity provided tha^' Ideal column " critical stress p^ corresponds to the mode of failure of the structural element considered.
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(a) Exper ime nt al Ap pllanc e s.
The results presented were obtained from tests carried 
out on pressed plain channel sections, having a constant outside 
web dimension of 3". Sets of 8 to 10 specimens for each thickness 
with nominal flange dimensions varying from^ in. to2^  ins, were tested to destruction. The nominal thicknesses’investigated 
were 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 gauge.
The specimens were compressed in a 10 top Avery Universal 
Testing Machine with hemispherical and plattens transmitting 
the load to the specimen^through'bearing plptes with hemispherical 
cups, producing hinged end conditions, - Pig, 29a. The end 
bearing plates of the specimens were adjustable - Pig. 29b. to 
ensure that the load was applied at the centre of gravity of the 
section. Positioning could be taken as accurate to within of an inch. ' -
The load was applied at a uniform rate of approximately 
Ton per minute. Failure occurred either by buckling of the 
column as a whole. Fig.30a. or by crinkling of the flange plates - Fig,30b. The buckling load was taken as the maximum load 
recorded on the automatic load recording dial of the machine.
The critical stress was then obtained by dividing this load by 
the sectional area. No readings other than, the maximum load were taken.
(b) Experimental Results.
The results collected were the mode of failure and the 
value of idle buckling load of some 70 test speCimftns,
Two typical modes of failure were encountered. The first 
(Fig.30a) - termed "column" failure - took the form of a sudden bowing of the specimen with practically instantaneous collapse.
The second type (Fig.30b) - termed flange or "plate component" failure was characterised by rapid development of crinltling or waving in the flange, the web remaining perfectly plane and 
straight. The waving was demonstrated to be elastic,as on 
removal of the load it disappeared, the flange resuming its previous straightness. Collapse occurred due to sudden excessive development of the waving at one pealc point in each flange 
' symmetrically opposite each other, all other waves' completely 
disappearing. In the majority of cases the wave' peak in one 
of the flanges suddenly gave way with a consequent twist of the 
whole column. The final appearance of the failed specimen was as- shown in the last photograph of Fig. 30b.
The load corresponding to the full development of the elastic 
waving and the collapse load differed at the maximum by about 
S% only. In view of this and also because of its more explicit 
nature the collapse' load, was recorded as the experimental failure 
load.
Table 3 shows a typical set of experimental results (overleaf),
The experimental failure stress values are plotted in Pigs. .31 
and 32, against the slenderness ratio L/r and the plate dimension ratio b/t in turn. These figures are incorporated in the 
Discussion section which follows^ for convenient reference.
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(c) Analysis and Piscusslon of Results.
The following material characteristics are used in the calculations - based on the results of the tensile tests recorded in Appendix No. 3.
Young’s Modulus E Yield Stress p 11000 tons / in^ 14 tons / in
In computing the theoretical elastic buckling stress of the plate components the edges perpendicular to the line of compression were assumed to be simply supported in every case.
Variation of the Experlmental Failure Stress with the Characteristic Dimension Ratios - Figs. 31 and 32. Y The general distribution of the points and the type of curves obtained show good correspondence with the theoretically predicted form.
ijVhen considering scatter it should be noted that (i) points in the shaded zones of the Figures should fall on a single curve irrespective of the plate thickness of the specimens tested but (ii) points to the left of the shaded zones map out a field consisting of a series of curves one for e:ch plate thickness. Thus consideration of scatter is relevant to these shaded zones but is meaningless when applied to points to the left of these zones.
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The scatter shown by the results corresponding to column . failure - Fig. 31 is considerably greater,than that indicated by the results v/hen t he flange failed as a plate component - Fig.32. As all the test specimens were manufactured as a batch, were tested with the same equipment and by the same operator, it is reasonable to assume that the type and order of irregularit­ies were similar for all the specimens. It would therefore appear that the column type failure is affected to a relatively greater extent by the presence of 'initial irregularities than the plate component type of failure.
Characteristics of the "Optimum" range - simultaneous column and plate component collapse. Figs. 53 and~5?7 - As indicatedin the theory (Figs.27 and 20 Page^l/, ) the peak value AB of the combined column and plate buckling curve is obtained by equating the column and flange plate strength, namely
2 0
The position of this "Optimum" peak is extremely difficult to obtain by direct experimentation, and would have Involv d a practically impossible trial and error method accompanied by considerable wastage of material. This experimental difficulty was overcome by the development of a logarithmic interpolation method, which involving straight line plotting only, gives the position of this peak value with good accuracy, provided a
Taking logarithms inequations itO * these reduce to
for the column strength and to
for the plate strength.
In both of these varies linearly with the logarithmof the dimension ratios L/r and b/t respectively.
Further, the s /e /y< ye /'r7 e ss ratio in the case of channel elements of flange width b, web width w, and length L can be expressedas
provided the wall thickness is small in comparison with the cross section dimensions.
The specimens of any one set were of constant length web width and thickness. The term
is for alx practical purposes a constant for the range of values of the flan e width h encountered in the experiments, as its total variation do-s not exceed £ of its mean value.
Consequently taking logarithms gives linear relationships between L/r and b/t for any given set of the one thickness, of the type
ihe three linear logarithmic variations involving the critical stress p , the slenderness ratio L/r and the flange plate ratio b/t given by these equations can be combined in the manner sho\m in r'ig. 33. This gives the results of such a logarithmic plot for the IB gauge thick set of specimens.
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The optimum point - corresponding to equal column and plate strength - is given by the intersections of the straight lines defined by the plate failure points (to the left of the peak) and the colurçin failure points (to the right of the peak). Once this optimum point is located the corresponding values of the slenderness ratio n/r and the flange plate ratio b/t can either be read off directly (if the diagram is accurately drawn to a reasonably large scale) or calculated from the geometry of the figure.
One particular value of L/r and b/t will be obtained in this manner for each set of specimens of the one thickness. These correspond to the position of the single peak point B of the curve characterising combined behaviour (Figs. 27 and 28).
Plotting ih e .^  L/r and b/t ratios corresponding to simultaneous column and plate component collapse the variation: shown in'Fig, 34. o6âo/>?e<y.
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Two features are of significance:
(i) The points with the exception of the one corresponding to the 12 gauge thickness define a straight line, thus shov/ing good agreement with the theoretically predicted linear relation­ship of equation
The divergence of the point representing, the 12 gauge thickness is due to the fact that, because of its comparatively heavy section all the specimens of this set were grouped rather close to the peak value. Thus the determination of the peak point by the inte ;-polation method described became somewhat uncertain, the "spread" of the values to either side of the peak being insufficient for accurate definition of the straight line portions.
(ii) The straight line defined by the interpolated points is parallel and lies very close to the theoretical line computed on the basis of simply supported and free edges for the flange plate.
It would a pear therefore that when overall and component collapse is simultaneous the support given by the column to its plate component is a minimum consistent with the existing boundary conditions.
Column Behaviour In the ”Plate Component” Failure Range. Figs, 35 and 36, - The curves shown in Fig. 35 compare the experimental mean curve of the plate failure range from Fig.32 with theoretical curves computed using equation No./j^ on the basisof fixed - free (K2 = 1*09) and simply supported - free (Kg = 0.376) edge conditions for the flange.
It can be seen that the support given to the flange at its edge adjoining the web varies from complete fixture to simple support, as the failure stress of the plate component approaches the critical stress of the column as an integral whole.
STRESS VALUES IN THE FLANGE PLATE FAILURE 
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The edge fixity coefficient Kg in the plate equation (Equation No./^) corresponding to the experimental mean curve can be expressed as
K b/t46 + O.lë b/t On substitution equation No becomes
A  "
4 *  ^  /-o/sé o
A _  J-
Thi'- expression is valid for values of the plate dimension ratio b/t lying within the limits of b/t = 20 and b/t =  ^ a n c /
The use of an experimental average curve is justifiable when comparison with theoretical values is made. VVhen however, it comes
04»
to the determination of a posfsihle design basis, the lower boundary limit of the field of scatter is the relevant basis of comparison. Using this line of reasoning, the value of the imperfection coefficient 09 in the Perry-Robertson (12) formula
was determined to suit the lower scatter limit of Fig, 32. A suitable value was found to be .
^  '0 0 fS  f -
The "ideal column" stress pg in the formula was taken as the critical stress of the flange given by equation (21), using the values of Kg corresponding to the experimental mean curve stated above.
Fig, 36 shows the experimental average curve with its scatter boundaries; the Perry-Robertson curve derived as indicated above, and the allowable stress curve proposed by Winter (34)This latter curve consists of two parts - (i) a straight line portion over the range from b/t = -éo ^ /é " • 3 0 i the stressvalue varying from the yield stress of the material to a stress given by the plate strength e q u a t i o n w i t h  a Ko value of 0,41 and (ii) a curve portion for values of b/t above êo representing the plate strength equation with the Ko value of 0.41,
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It can be seen that the agreement between the Perry-Robertson form and the lower scatter boundary is excellent, th^ two curves practically coinciding for the range tested. This indicates that the conception of the effect of imperfections represented by the formula is not restricted to integral column action only, but can be extended also to cover plate component coxlaps as the criteria of overall strength.
The critical stress variation as proposed by Winter 
indicates some correspondence of values - in the range of 
b/t = 20 to b/t = 50 - but shows deviation of form. On the whole in the region of the larger b/t ratios it appreciably 
underestimates the actual strength of thin compression flanges 
even if based on the full actual width, and not, as proposed^ 
on a reduced effective width (See also discussion of collapse 
load in Appendix ho* 4.)
(d) Summary.
The main findings of the Model Scale Investigation may be 
summsirised as follows î-
(!) Thin walled struts proportioned for simultaneous column 
and plate component collapse possess maximum strength,
(ii) If column and plate component collapse are simultaneous 
the critical stress of the weakest plate component corresponds 
to the minimum possible edge support. For the flanges tested this was equivalent to simply supported and free edges,
(ill) The equivalent edge support obtained by the flange
plate increases with the dimension ratio b/t reaching fixed
free edges at a b/t ratio of about 00 ^ fsr ^ÆSS cfyar? rCO. '  ■
(iv) In the transition from the equivalent simply supported 
to fixed edge conditions (i.e, from about b/t = 2 0  to b/t = 60) 
the critical stress corresponding to the experimental results 
is given by
(v) The Perry-Robertson formula gives good agreement both 
in form and values with the lower scatter boundary of the plate 
failure range provided the Imperfection factor = 0,0025 b/t 
and the "ideal column" critical stress p is taken as pg quoted under (iv) above.
(b)
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(a) Experimental Appliances.
The investigation described in this section was carried 
out on two 12 ft, long column specimens, built up of 7/32 inch 
thick plates welded to form channel sections. The web 
dimension was kept constant at 1 2  inches; the flange sizes 
at 7 inches and is inches respectively were selected to exclude 
integral column failure and to ensure collapse of the flange plate as the weakest component.
The column ends consisted of 1" thick bearing plates, welded 
and accurately squared off to ensure parallelism. The 
columns were tested in a horizontal, hydraulically operated 
Avery testing machine of 100 tons capacity. The features 
of the machine incorporate end plattens with ball and socket 
type bearings. These platytens may be locked in any position or can be left free to pivot, thus simulating hinged end conditions,
In view of the fact that the columns were tested horizontally 
they were placed in the machine such that bending due to dead 
weight took place about the axis of maximum moment of inertia. While, these bending stresses are not significant - their 
uncompensated magnitude would not have amounted to more than 
about 0.07 tons/-;?^  at a maximum or about I2 % of the elastic buckling stress - the line of the axial loading was offset 
from the centroid of the specimens, so as to reduce their value at the centre by 'bO% , This equivalent eccentricity 
was computed as for a short column since the overall slenderness 
ratios in the plane of bending did not exceed 30, The maximum 
offset values required were in the region of 0.03 ins.
Centering of the colhmins was effected by aligning lines 
scribed on the m.achine ^ laiybens and on end plates welded to 
the specimens. A- Chesterpun height gauge reading to l/lOOOth of an inch was. used for setting out these lines. Centering can be taken as accurate to l/lOO th of an inch. To ensure uniform bearing over the platten surface a plaster of Paris pack was introduced between the plattens and the column end 
plates. The plattens were set to give.hinged end conditions.
Pig, 37 shows the 7 inch flange specimen in position.
Flange deflections were measured at points spaced at one 
foot intervals along the length of the flanges. Measurements 
taken relative to the teed plate of the machine Indicated that 
the flanges distorted in a completely symmetrical manner.Once this was established relative deflections of the flanges were measured only, using an internal micrometer reading to l/lOOQth of an inch.
Longitudinal and traasverse strains were measured at 
various points in the flanges, using electrical resistance 
strain gauges. Layout of the gauges and their general arrangement is given in Appendix No, 4.
Readings of both the flange deflections and the flange strains were taken at every 2  tons load increment.
(b) Experimental Results.
The results recorded were (i) The mode of distortion and 
failure (ii) The deflected form of the flanges and (iii) The 
longitudinal and transverse strain variations in the flanges
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The modes of failure corresponded to the type already described in the model scale investigation. The waving of the flanges developed in a gradual fashion due in all probability to the initial irregularities of the flange form.
One definite difference between the 3 ft. and the 12 ft. column tests was the increase in the load margin between the elastic buckling load and the collapse load. In the case of the 3 ft. specimens this margin did not exceed about 5% (at its maximum) of the elastic buckling load, while in the case of the 12 ft, columns of the same geometric proportions the collapse load was about 30^ greater (at its maximum) than the elastic buckling load.
The development of the flange waving and the mode of failure is shown in the series of photographs of Pig. 38, for the 12 inch flange column. The excessive development of one set of peaks just prior to collapse together with the consequent "ironing out of all the other elastic waves can be clearly seen.
The following table gives the relevant dimensions and collapse loads of the columns tested.
Iv'l^_^/^hs il # 7Ô/9St/hs A Yr
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The development of the deflected form of the flanges as the axial load increased is shown in Pigs, 39 and 40, The variation of the flange deflection at particular points is shown in Pig, 4l and Appendix No, 6, All of these figures are incorporated in the subsection dealing with the analysis of the results for convenient reference.
Typical results of the stress investigation are given in Appendix No, 4 as their detail analysis is outwith the scope of the Thesis, - ^
(c) Analysis and Discussion of Results.
The follov.lng values of the material characteristics were used in all the calculations, based on the tensile test results presented in Appendix No, 3.
Young’s Modulus E = 12,500 tons / in^Yield Stress p = 18.5 tons / in^.
i» y
Deflected Form of the Flanges under Increasing Loads - Pigs. 39 and 40. - The figures show the deflected form of the 12 inchand 7 inch flanges respectively. As indicated previously the waving was completely symmetrical and only relative deflections of the flanges were measured. The method of representation shows ( unavoidably to a very highly distorted scale ) half of such relative deflections as contributed by each flange.
DEFLECTED FORM OF FLANGES UNDER IN O £A S- 
ING LOAD
DEFLECTED FORM OF FLANGES UNDER INCREAS­
ING LOAD.
The development of the waving as the load increases, is gradual with stationary node points. The number of half waves in the case of the 12 inch flange is seven up to 32 tons, reducing to six as the deflection at point 11 reverses in direction with the increase in load. This value corresponds to the number of half waves given by the elastic theory - Fig. 25- for a plate length to plate width ratio of 12 in the case of fixed free edge conditions parallel to the line of compression. The number of half waves developed by the 7 inch flange is nine - less than the theoretical value of 12, given by fixed free edge conditions for a plate length to width ratio of about 21. While this could be taken to indicate that the edge support along the web is no longer equivalent to fully fixed conditions, such evidence - in view of the initial irregularities present in the flanges - must be treated as inconclusive.
In the case of the 7 inch flange specimen,deflection readings were taken practically up to collapse. The start of the "excess­ive" development of a pair of wave peaks - previously referred to- can clearly be seen at point 9. The "ironing out" action shown in the photographs of Fig. 38 takes place during the actual process of collapse and is far too rapid to record by means other than photographic.
The actual values of the flange deflections were appreciableand reached values as much as half inch to either side.
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Deflected Form of the Flanges under Increasing Loads - Pigs. 39 and 40. - The figures show the deflected form of the 12 inchand 7 inch flanges respectively. As indicated previously the waving was completely symmetrical and only relative deflections of the flanges were measured. The method of representation shows ( unavoidably to a very highly distorted scale ) half of such relative deflections as contributed by each flange.
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DEFLECTED FORM OF FLANGES UNDER INCREAS­
ING LOAD.
The development of the waving as the load increases, is gradual with stationary node points. The number of half waves in the case of the 12 inch flange is seven up to 32 tons, reducing to six as the deflection at point 11 reverses in direction with the increase in load. This value corresponds to the number of half waves given by the elastic theory - Fig. 25- for a plate length to plate width ratio of 12 in the case of fixed free edge conditions parallel to the line of compression. The number of half waves developed by the 7 inch flange is nine - less than the theoretical value of 12, given by fixed free edge conditions for a plate length to width ratio of about21. While this could be taken to indicate that the edge support along the web is no longer equivalent to fully fixed conditions, such evidence - in view of the initial irregularities present in the flanges - must be treated as inconclusive.
In the case of the 7 inch flange specimen,deflection readings were taken practically up to collapse. The start of the "excess­ive" development of a pair of wave peaks - previously referred to- can clearly be seen at point 9. The "ironing out" action shown in the photographs of Fig. 38 takes place during the actual process of collapse and is far too rapid to record by means other than photographic.
The actual values of the flange deflections were appreciableand reached values as much as half inch to either side.
Variation of the Flange Deflection with Load at Particular Points. - Fig. 41. - The deflection variation with axial load at peak points of the wave form for the 12 inch fiancee shovrn in Fig. 41.
VARIATION OF FLANGE DEFLECTTON WITH LCAD AT THE PEAK 
POINTS OF THE FLANGE VAVE FORM
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Three distinct types of curves are indicated(i) The type represented by point 1 indicating a stationary tendency after an initial deflection has taken place; (ii) The type represented by point 11 where reversal of direction of the flange deflection is indicated. The point shows outward deflections up to 22 tons and inward deflections pagt this load; (iii) The type represent© ed by point 9 where the deflections develop at a gradually increasing rate, indicating a "running away" tendency as the critical load is approached.
As the characteristics exhibited by all other points in both of the test columns correspond to one or other of the types quoted only the typical selection shown has been incorporat­ed in the text, the rest are presented in Appendix No. 6.
Derivation of the Elastic Buckling Load for the Flange plates Usijig the Southwell - Lund guis t Straight Line plo t. - Fi g s . 42* and 43, - ~In the analysis of distortion data obtained fromstability experiments the method originally proposed by Southwell (15) is widely used. Southwell has shown that the variation of the central deflection ^  of a slender column - additional to any existing initial irregularity - with the axial column load P is given by a rectangular hyperbola. Thus plotting 6  against O/P givow a straight line whose slope is the value of the first critical load for the column. Timoshenko (19) proved that this relation holds even when there is some eccentricity in applying the load.
The approach has been extended by Lundquist (35) who proved that the sane method of plotting applies to any increase in deflection and its corresponding increase in load
P - P i  where and are any initial readings of deflectionand corresponding load respectively.
//
The method was originally proposed in connection with single column units. In the analysis of the results it is applied to the peak deflections of the flange wave form, as each half wave is analogous to such a singe column unit.
Figs. 42 and 43 show 6  — plotted against P "for the specimens tested. The initial readings were taken at = 1 ton and P- = Ig tons for the 12. inch and 7 inch fin ges respectively.
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As can he seen, in both cases, two straight lines of slightly different slopes are obtained, one for the outward and one for inward peak deflections.That not a single straight line is obtained may be explained by the fact that the intercept on the vertical axis is influenced by the initial irregularity existing at the particular point considered. It is of some interest to note that all the outward deflections and all the inward deflections fall on the same straight line. This in&icates that the amplitude of the first harmonic in the Fourrier series/1 expressing the unknown initial irregularity is sensibly the same I for all points deflecting in the same direction.
The elastic buckling loads and the corresponding stresses as given by the me an slope of the two straight lines in each case are as follows ;
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To be able to compare these values with the experimental buckling stress variation of the 3 ft. specimens, allowance must be made for the difference in Young’s Moduli 12,500 tons / in*^  for the l^ ull scale specimens and 11,000 tons / in^ for the model scale. In the elastic range (assuming Poisson's ratio to be the same) the critical stress is directly proportional to E, consequently comparable values of the buckling stress can be obtained by reducing the full scale results in the ratio of 11 to 12,5. The comparable stress values then become 4.56 tons / in^ and 8,59 tons / in^ for the 12 inch and 7 inch flanges respectively. The corresponding b/t ratios are 54,6 and 32.4 respectively.
Fig. 44 shows the above values plotted on a copy of the 3 ft. specimen results given in Fig. 36.
STRESS VAULES IN THE FLANCJ PLATE FAILURE RANGE.
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It is seen that good agreement is obtained, the same equivalent edge fixity variation being manifested as was encountered in the case of the model scale results. There is a complete absence of scale effect in the elastic range and
/A>
consequently all the conclusions of the model scale exoerimenb s are applicable to the full scale range also.
(d) Summary.
The following points have been brought out by this particular experimental range:-
(i) The load margin between the elastic buckling load and 
the collapse load increases for flanges of the same geometric proportions as the thickness increases.
(ii) The Soubhwe11-Lundquist method hf evaluating the elastic buckling load - based on hyperbolic variation of^tranaversedeflection with axial column load - gives good results when 
applied to the wave peaks of the deflected form of the flange plates, "
(iii) The full scale behaviour fully substantiates the observed model sca.le behaviour.
(iv) There is no difference between model and full scale behaviour in the elastic range.
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APPENDIX No
SOLUTION OP THE ECCENTRIC LOAD EQUATIONS 
FOR LATTICED COLUMNS BY FOUFÿRIER SINE TRANSFORMATION.
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APPENDIX No. g. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF BUCKLING LOAD 
ANALYSIS FOR A LATTICED COLUMN.
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APPENDIX No.3. ■
SUmARY OP TENSILE TEST RESULTS ON 
MATERIAL OF SPECIMENS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
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APPENDIX No. 4.
I. STRESS SURVEY OF THE FLANGE OF A 12 FT. LONG THIN WALLED
COLUMN SPECIMEN.
Apparatus and Measuring Devices.
Experimental Stress Results and DisQussion.
Stress Variation along length of Column.
Stress Variation with Column Load at Particular Points.
Summary of Stress Survey.
II, EXPERIMENTAL COLLAPSE LOAD RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
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I. STRESS SURVEY OF FLANGES.
Apparatus and Measuring Devices.
The-test specimens were set up in the 100 Tons Avery- 
machine as described in Part II Section II of the Thesis.
Strain readings were obtained using Electrical Resistance 
Strain Gauges of approximately 200 ohms, resistance. The ' strain gauge bridge used - Fig. 45 - was capable of 
accomrrDdating 50 gauges. The disposition of the 25 gauges 
used along and across the flanges is shown in Fig. 46. Along 
the free edge of the flange only longitudinal gauges were 
utilised, both longitudinal and transverse gauges being used 
however along the centre line of the flange and along the 
edge adjoining the web. A close up of one group of gauges 
incorporating transverse and longitudinal live gauges and 
temperature compensator dummy gauges is shown in Pig. 47,
In inBtalling the gauges precautions such as thorougli 
degreasing of surface, drying out of gauges, replacement of 
gauges with an insulation resistance of gauge to surface of 
less than 100 megohms etc. were strictly observed and led to 
satisfactory gauge response during 'bhe experiments.
The g-uage factors of ’bhe gauges used with the 12 inch 
and the 7 inch flange were 2,17 and 1.99 respectively.
The gauge readings were reduced to stress readings 
using the value of Young’s Modulus as 12,500 tons / in^ and 
the value of Poisson’s ratio as .3. (See appendix No.3)
Experimental Stress Results and Discussion,
The experimental results presented are those obtained 
for bhe 12 inch flange. The characteristics shown up by the 7 inch flange are exactly similar and are therefore not 
included.
Stress Variation Along Length of Column.
Note ; The experimental points on the graphs are connected by 
straight lines, as it is felt that they are too few in number 
to define the true shape of the existing curvilinear distribution 
with accuracy.
Fig. 48 shows the longitudinal stress values as given by 
the gauge readings at axial loads of 8, 16, 24, 32 and 38 tons. 
The distributions are given along the free edge.(line A ), 
along the centre of the flange (line B ) and along the edge 
adjoining the web (line C).
It should be noted that the stress values are a combination of the direct stresses due to the end load and the bending stresses due to the flange waving.
Fig, 49 gives the percentage deviation of the longitudinal 
stress from the average stress at the same loads and along 
the same lines. This figure in effect indicates the stresses 
existing in the flange due to its waving only.
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The main features are as follows ;-
(1) Considerable stress variations obtain longitudinally.For example at a load of 38 tons (average stress 4.79 tons /in ) the stress d ^ ^  from about S tons / in^ at'^^m to about 0.8 tons / in*^  at?SÎ^, that is a percentage deviation of about - 70^ to -i-lo fo from the average stress.
( 11) The stress variations are similar in form along the 
free edge and the centre line but change completely along ' 
the edge adjoining the web.
Comparing the nature of the variations along the free 
edge with its deflected form - Fig. 39 reproduced opposi^^^- 
it is seen that correlation is possible. For example 
the gauge having been installed on the outer surface of the- 
flange will measure the combination of tensile bending stresses and compressive direct stresses. In view of the considerable flange deflection at point8;A the tensile stresses due to bending 
are large (about 7o/ of the average stress at the load of 38 tons) giving the resultant stress of 0,8 tons / in^. Similar correspondence obtains at points 2A and IDA,
At point 6A the flange deflections are such as to induce 
compression in the outer fibres thus giving the increase in 
the direct compressive stress indicated.
The correlation at point 4A is uncertain. Point 4 on the 
free edge lies very near to an apparent node point, consequent­
ly if the initial irregularity of the flarg e at that point is 
not appreciable the bending effect should be small. The stress 
feadlngs indicate the existence of considerable compressive 
bending stresses. One possible explanation is that although the deflection at point 4 is small, the curvature of the plate 
at the point is large,thus accounting for the bending stresses 
indicated. The experimental data of the deflected flange form given in Pig. 39 is inconclusive in respect of curvature,.
The stress variations along line B follow in general 
outline that of line A and consequently the deflected form of 
the flange surface along this line is probably similar to the free edge.
Line C gives a distribution of a different type. The 
presence of tensile bending stresses Increasing towards the 
centre is indicated. It may be noted in this connection that 
these stresses are not overall bending effects due to deadweight as these were compressive on the gauge side,on the length 4C to SC. In any case their magnitude is of a negligible order.
A possible explanation may be found in the nature of the 
actions obtaining along the edge adjoining the web. Along this 
edge the flange is restrained from taking up a deflected form. 
The restraint will be given by distributed moments acting along 
this edge of the flange in the plane of the web. The initial 
form the flange tends to assume, v/ill' determine the type of 
distribution of these moments and the corresponding longitudinal bending stresses,
■ The distribution shown along line C could for example be 
visualised as corresponding to an initial tendency to deflect 
into a single half wave for the full length.
The stress values shown in Pig. 50 are due to the transverse 
bending effects set up by the distortion of the flange plate.
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The distributions indicate variations both of magnitudeand nature, along and across the flange plate.
The magnitudes are appreciable and for example amount to about 40% of the average longitudinal stress at a load of 38 tons.
The change from tension to compression at points such as 6 (6E to 6D)is particularly significant as it indicates a change in the transverse curvature of the flange. Consequently the deflected form of the flange across its width is on- of double curvature at points 4, 6 and 10. It is probably of the same type at points 2 and 8 also.
Stress Variation with Column Load at Particular' Points.
The longitudinal or axial flange stress variations ar^ shown in Pigs. 51 and 52, The graphs contrast the combined direct and bending stress against column load variation at points near the centre and near the end of the column length.
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The graphs indicate by their deviation from the average stress the variation of the longitudinal stress along the length of the column. This has already been discussed.
Two main types are apoarent;(i) Distributions of the type lOA, IOC and 60 exhibit a more or less unifrom rate of increase of stress,
(ii) Graphs such as lOB, 6A and 6B show a gradually increasing rate of stressing and cross the average stress line.
Comparing the stress variations from the point of view of position across the flange and along the flange the main difference is sho’n up by graphs IOC and 6C. These, while similar in form, differ considerably in their deviation from the average stress, 6C showing the effect of the longitudinal tensile bending stress.
The variation of the transverse bending stress with dolumn load is shown in Pigs. 53 and 54. These are all of the same non linear form.
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The stresses increase at a gradually increasing rate as the flan, e deflections increase. The significant feature is the change in tension to compres sion from the web edge to the free edge. In addition lOE exhibits a change from tension to compression and back to tension as the load increases.These features again confirm the complex nature of the deflected form of the flange surface.
Summary of Stress Survey.
The features brought out by the stress survey under elastic conditions may be summarised as follows ;
(i) The stress variations are on the whole non linear.
(ii) Both longitudinal and transverse stresses exist in the flange plates due to the combined action of the column load and the flan,e distortion.
(iii) The longitudinal and transverse stresses vary both lengthwise and crosswise. The maximum variation of the longitudinal stresses encountered in the experiment was approximately 75^ of the average stress, obtained when the column load v/as approaching the elastic buckling value.The maximum value of the transverse stress was about 40^ of the corresponding average longitudinal stress under the same conditions.
(iv) The distorted form of the flarg e surface is more complex than it is indicated by the edge deflections alone, reversal of flange plate curvature obtaining in the transverse directions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL COLLAPSE LQ/Æ) RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION.
The computation of the collapse load of thin plates as distinct from their elastic buckling load is usually based on the "effective width" conception originally proposed by V .Karman (27) for plates supported along both edges.
As indicated in the brief survey of Part II Section I.Winter (34) has put forward the semi-empirical expression
for the effective width which, it was claimed could be a plied both to the computation of the elastic buckling load and the collapse load.
The experimental results presentee in Part II Section II (Fig. 36 p. 64^ ) clearly indicated that the elastic buckling stress proposed by Winter for use in conjunction with bg seriously underestimates the actual elastic buckling strength past a b/1 value of 30 even if based on the full plate v/idth and not as proposed on a reduced effective width. F^rther the stress survey did not indicate any radical stress transference in the elastic range from the plate strip along the free edge to the plate strip adjoining the web. Thus the Claim put forward by Winter that the effective width conception for flanges supported along one edge only applies in the elastic range is not in accord with experimental findings.
On the other hand utilising the expression for in conjunction with the yield stress Py of the material, in the computation of the collapse load, good agreement with experimental values is obtained.
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The following table gives the experimental and calculated collapse load results for the 12 ft. specimens.
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The method of computation is as follows ; Considering thel2 inch (nominal) flange for example.
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Therefore the collapse load for the flange is
P  •  » 0 2 ^ > / S £  - / € £ £
This is equivalent to an average stress of 
p m .  m. -
'  / 2 ' ^ ^ > 0 ' 9 7 o S
over the whole column area.
That is the overall column load at which the flen-e will collapse is
p  m. m . jfg.g 7 ^
which compares favourably with the experimental value of 52.9 tons.
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APPENDIX No. 5.
NOTE ON THE DESIGN OF CONCENTRICALLY 
LOADED THIN WALLED COLUMNS,
NOTE ON THE DESIGN OF CONCENTRICALLY LOADED ThIN WALLED
COLUMNS.
The Perry-Robertson formula
A  - A  y
is the basis of column design in this country. It was originally developed for integral column action, that is on the basis of overall stability.
The analysis of the experimental work presented in Part II of the Thesis indicated that the formula gives good agreement with the experimental results in the component failure range also, provided the values of Pg and ^  correspond to the strength charactoristies of the weakest plate component.
The value of p recomi'ended for use in design is the elastic buckling stress of the plate component and not the stress corresponding to its ultimate collapse load. The main reason for this recommendation is that in ordinary structural engineering it is considered highly desirable to eliminate all possibility of crinkling under working conditions even if this involves some sacrifice in load carrying capacity.
The line of demarcation between integral column and plate Œ) mponent failure is obtained by equating the Euler column critical stress with the weakest plate component critical stress giving the linear relationship
where = slenderness ratio of column4^ = weakest plate component dimension ratio= column constant depending on end conditions ^  = plate constant depending on edge conditions.
Hence for any given section of known b/t Value the slenderness ratio and consequently the "optimum" 3e ngth Lq corresponding to simultaneous column and ccmponent collapse may be calculated.The section under consideration will fail due to failure of the plate component if used on a length less than Lq and it will fail due to integral column failure if its length is greater than
^o*
The following values of p^ and /jf recommended for use with channel sections, within the approximate limiting values of the characteristic dimension' ratios specified. /
specified.
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The above described procedure applies over the whole range of structural behaviour encountered in thin walled columns. While in practice considerations other than purely structural strength may be the deciding factor it is emphasised that maximum strength, minimum weight, and economy results from the use of "equal" strength sections, that is sections designed for simultaneo ’s integral column and plate component collapse. This can be effected by utilising a given section only on its optimum length Lq ,
In view of the greet variety of thin v/alled columns available, it is possible to draw up de sign tables which by ■resenting alternative sections rather than only alternative sizes of the same section enable structural designers to use "equal " strength columns and. to satisfy the practical construction requirements at the same time.
APPENDIX No, G.
FLANGE DEFLECTION VARIATION WITH AXIAL 
LOAD,
Graphs additional to typical variation incorporated in the text.
JVARIATION OF FLANGE DEFLECTION WTTH LCAD AT MTERMEOIATE 
POINTS OF THE FLANGE WCÆ FORM.
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